Development Projects

Development Projects are projects that require candidate to have necessary coding skills and/or software development background. You are always welcomed to add a project once you start working on it.

You are currently browsing through development projects that are active.

- Build new UI for Attachments Module as an OWA
- Condition List
- EHR Design Lab
- Frontend - SPA and Microfrontends
- Further Improvements to Addons
- GSoC 2012 - HTML Form Entry Module Enhancements
- Integrate Bootstrap as Foundation for OpenMRS Reference Application
- Location based Access Control - Phase 2
- Nigeria Telemedicine App
- OCL Subscription Module (Design Page)
- Open Concept Lab (OCL) Client for OpenMRS
- OpenMRS Android Client Project 2.8+
- OpenMRS FHIR Module
- OpenMRS FHIR Module - Initial design
- OpenMRS insurance claims module
- OpenMRS - OAuth2 Module
- Patient Flag Module OWA
- Patient Queueing In Reference Application
- Patient Search Criteria
- Sync 2.0
- UI for Common Lab Module
- UI For Reset Password via Email Project - 2
- Upgrade Core Libraries Sprint